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Problem a

MATLAB scripts and functions are available on the CIMNE Virtual Centre, which makes this ex-
ercise easier to solve. In the function Beam.Timoshenko.m (I renamed it) the solution is used
for a regular Timoshenko Beam Element. This means a fully integrated Timoshenko Beam ele-
ment. To adjust this code for a Reduced Timoshenko Beam, the Ks-matrix need to be changed.
This results in:

1 K_s = [ 1 , len/2 , -1 , len/2 ; len/2 , len^2/4 , -len/2 , len^2/4 ;
2 -1 , -len/2 , 1 , -len/2 ; len/2 , len^2/4 , -len/2 , len^2/4 ];

The results is evaluated and compared with the Euler Bernoulli and Timoshenko beam in
the next exercise.

Problem b

The MatLab scripts and functions that were provided needed some adjusting of variables to fit
this exact problem. Further this resulted in obtaining the max displacement, moment and shear
values for the three different beam elements stated in the assignment (Euler Bernoulli, Fully
integrated Timoshenko and Reduced integrated Timoshenko). These values were found for a
given a, which is the length of the sides in the square cross-section. There were eight different
a-values used, to compare the results of the different elements to the given slenderness of the
beam. The results is both given in a table and by plots:
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Figure 1: Fully integrated Timoshenko Beam

Figure 2: Reduced integrated Timoshenko Beam

Figure 3: Euler Bernoulli Beam
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Figure 4: Maximum moment plot

Figure 5: Maximum shear plot

Figure 6: Maximum displacement plot
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Discussion

To state the obvious, the beam will produce larger vertical displacement for a lower value of a
(higher slenderness). This is easily seen in both the tables and the plots. The main difference
between the element due to the displacement, is that fully integrated Timoshenko beam provides
a stiffer solution. The solution of the other two elements is more or less the same, while the fully
integrated Timoshenko beams results in a smaller displacement. This is not the case for all a-
values, given that the result is more similar to the others for a less slender beam(the last value
of displacement for fully integrated Timoshenko is wrong, correct answer is 0.0635).

The fully integrated Timoshenko beam also has problem with the accuracy when accessing
the bending moment. Given that the exact value of the bending moment is found by ql2

8 . When
l = 4 and q = 1 the exact value of the bending moment is equal to 2. The results improves for
a larger cross-section, but is still quite inaccurate compared to the other two solutions. Given
that the cross-section would be even bigger, the results could prove to be better than the other
two cases.

When it comes to themaximum shear force, all three elements give roughly the same results.
In general, the difference between the Timoshenko beam element, both full and reduced, and
the Euler-Bernoulli element is that the Euler Bernoulli neglects the Ks term. For a beam with
high slenderness this will not make the biggest difference, but for a larger cross-section, it will
probably result in considerable difference. In fact, the Timoshenko Beam would probably be
favourable for an analysis if the ratio between a

L would we quite big.
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